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With decades of industry-leading innovation in technology and media, Tokyobased conglomerate Sony has long been a household name around the
world. Since 1991, the US branch of the company had been based out of its
headquarters at 550 Madison Avenue in New York, with offices spread over 34
floors to include its various divisions: Sony Music Entertainment, Sony Pictures
Entertainment, Sony Corporation of America, Sony/ATV Publishing, and Sony
DADC, among others.
In early 2016, Sony and its subgroups moved into a new space at 25 Madison
Avenue, the site of a landmark 1920s Art Deco skyscraper. Set to occupy the
top ten floors and roof of the historic building, the new headquarters gave Sony
the chance to reconsider the ideals of its working environment and its corporate
aesthetic. The result: a sprawling 570,000 square foot office built with ample
opportunities for customization and a sense of visual coherence across its floors.
Working with New York-based design firm STUDIOS Architecture and VVA
Project Managers & Consultants, Sony selected the Knoll brand for its
constellation of products, designers, and brands, which could together answer
every possible design requirement. Knoll partnered with Arenson Office
Furnishings to establish a comprehensive “kit of parts” that could be referenced
throughout the project, allowing for slight variations based on the specific needs
of executives and subdivisions.
An eclectic assortment of furniture and materials from Knoll resulted in a layered
office space that still maintained a sense of aesthetic unity. The breadth of the
Knoll catalog—which include Knoll Office, KnollStudio, KnollTextiles, FilzFelt and
Spinneybeck Leather—allowed for the creation of workstations, private offices,
and ancillary spaces that all shared the underlying ethos of good design.
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In the move from its former headquarters, Sony made the transition from private
offices and high-panel systems to an open plan design that took advantage of
the building’s lofty interiors. As the new Sony headquarters was essentially an
adaptive reuse project, the designers from STUDIOS Architecture had to address
the qualities of the existing building fabric and make decisions to ensure that the
workplace would answer to changing user requirements.
To this end, the versatility and adjustability of Knoll products proved useful.
The freestanding spine of Fence provided technology support for workstations
while blending a diverse array of Knoll products and allowing the possibility of
future reconfiguration. To create semi-private spaces within the open office, the
designers combined the high-performance technology of Interpole™ and the
universal framework of AutoStrada Applied Walls. Additionally, the Applied Walls
provided the ability to mount storage and architectural elements specific to user
needs. The accessible pricing and efficient configurations of Anchor™ storage
and Calibre lateral files similarly answered the need for low-cost flexibility.
A pared-down palette for the entire headquarters allowed executives and internal
divisions to select hues suited to their specific identities. Swathes of magenta,
red, orange, and blue are carefully matched between Saarinen Executive Armless
chairs and FilzFelt tackboards. Positioned in inviting enclaves, D’Urso Swivel
Chairs and Barcelona Chairs, upholstered in KnollTextiles fabric and Spinneybeck
leather, add texture to the office floors. By selecting the Knoll brand, Sony was
able to craft a personalized space that speaks not only to the values of the
corporation, but to the people and businesses that comprise it. •
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Sector

Completed

Location

Outcomes

Technology
& Media

2016

New York, NY

•

offices, workstations and ancillary furniture that accommodates different ways of working
•

Scope
•

570,000 square feet

•

400 private offices

•

1,750 workstations

•

15 conference rooms

•

Corporate dining rooms

•

Cafeterias

•

Enclave Rooms

•

Reception Areas

•

Lounge Areas

Retain the elements of a private office workstation while moving towards an open office

•

Create a flexible work environment amenable to changes in users and activities

•

Develop a unique aesthetic specific to the corporation, with room for business units and
executives to tailor their spaces

•

Introduce casual meeting spaces and lounge environments for client visits

•

Allowed executives to express their personalities using finish upgrades and Knoll designs.

•

Created a future-proofed workspace built to accommodate changing user needs.

Knoll Products

•

Maintain visual unity across 11 floors using an established “kit of parts”

•

Systems: Antenna® Workspaces, Reff Profiles™

•

Private Offices: AutoStrada, Reff Profiles™, Interpole™

•

Task Seating: Generation by Knoll®

•

Side Seating: Saarinen Executive Chairs

•

Accessories: Reff Profiles Pencil Drawers, Desk-Mounted Power Modules

•

Lounge Seating: Saarinen Womb Chair, D’Urso Swivel Chair, Jehs & Laub Lounge Chair,
Barcelona Chair, Florence Knoll Sofa, Florence Knoll Lounge Chair, Divina Lounge Chair

•

Florence Knoll Coffee & End Tables, Platner Coffee Tables
•

Storage: Anchor™, Calibre Lateral Files

•

Technology Support: Fence, Interpole™

•

Textiles: KnollTextiles upholstery and tackboards, Filzfelt tackboards and architectural
solutions, Spinneybeck upholstery

Layered products from the entire Knoll catalog, including KnollStudio, Knoll Office,

Team

KnollTextiles, FilzFelt, and Spinneybeck Leather
•

Adaptable workstations and storage solutions responsive to changing needs

•

Technology management that allows for maximum connectivity and minimal interference

•

Customized private offices and business divisions with selective color palettes and an
established “kit of parts”
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Tables: Saarinen Oval & Round Dining Tables, Saarinen Side Tables, Reff Profiles™
Meeting Tables, Dividends Horizon Tables, LSM Conference Tables, Barcelona Tables,

Tactics
•

Achieved an aesthetic reflection of the Sony corporate culture and identity while allowing
variation across floors

Drivers

•

Eased the transition from traditional office to open plan with a combination of private

•

Design: STUDIOS Architecture

•

Owners' Representative: VVA Project Managers & Consultants

•

Construction: JRM Construction Management

•

Dealer: Arenson Office Furnishings, Inc.
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